
Disasters happen. Fires, floods, earthquakes, 
hurricanes – and the more likely power outages, 
viruses and human errors – are facts of life that 
can cripple any organization. Yet, despite these very 
real threats, business leaders are slow to allocate 
resources for disaster recovery. Budgets are tight 
with fierce competition for precious dollars. Too 
often, executives choose to roll the dice and not 
invest in disaster recovery.  Yet the advent of the 
cloud has helped reduce DR costs and simplify the 
DR process. A managed disaster recovery service 
allows you to sleep at night knowing that your 
experienced, cloud-based DR vendor will execute 
and manage the recovery process for you.  

Unless a company has been through a disaster or had a near-miss, it is common 
for disconnects to exist between IT and the C-suite on the importance of 
disaster recovery. Often that difference is due to perceived cost. The reality is 
that disaster recovery doesn’t have to break the bank to be effective. In fact, 
there are a number of ways to implement cost-effective disaster recovery, such 
as prioritizing replication of mission-critical applications and leveraging your 
existing backup strategy. 
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Leading DR providers can help control costs while making sure the business is 
protected. They also take the strain off internal IT professionals who may not 
have the time or the specialized skills to design and implement an effective DR 
plan, or who might not be able to execute the plan in the event of a disaster.

Thanks to cloud computing, DR is accessible and affordable for organizations of 
all sizes. The process of getting started can be a bit overwhelming. Here are the 
key pieces of any good DR plan to help organizations figure out how to proceed.

Understand your recovery requirements

The first step is figuring out what you need. What is your company’s tolerance 
for downtime? Which applications are truly necessary immediately? As 
important as you may think every single application is to your company, the 
reality is that some are more critical than others. Understanding your priorities 
goes a long way to controlling disaster recovery costs because replicating an 
application for a 2-minute recovery point and recovery time objective (RPO and 
RTO) is far more expensive than delaying them, even by a matter of minutes.

For example, a retailer that relies on e-commerce for a big chunk of its revenue 
would want to make its website a tier-one priority with a near-zero RPO and 
RTO, while its human resources system could be recovered in a few hours. 

The problem is that reality is rarely as clear-cut as that example. Often there 
is a disconnect between IT and business leaders over what is necessary 
to be recovered shortly after a disaster, and this can pose a challenge for 
organizations attempting to handle disaster recovery internally.

Virtualize as much as possible

Just as leveraging virtualization and cloud for things like storage and flexible 
computing power saves money on regular operations, it can also pay big 
dividends as part of your DR strategy. Virtualization makes DR much easier 
because once one workload has been virtualized, it is easy to replicate it to 
an inexpensive standby machine. In fact, the entire machine image can be 
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replicated to avoid the need for special-purpose replication tools. The target 
doesn’t have to match the source so the organization can replicate to a less 
expensive server and less expensive storage, and the replica doesn’t even have 
to be powered on. 

The old way of thinking was to keep your most important applications on 
physical infrastructure, but it’s preferable to remove hardware from the disaster 
recovery equation and instead, implement protection at the hypervisor level. 
This way you can replicate individual virtual machines, making it easier to 
recover and restore operations without the requirement for conversion or 
matching hardware.

The result is reduced IT hardware costs because you aren’t locked in to using 
one type of storage, and you don’t need to have expensive duplicate storage at 
the target. Also, storage and bandwidth requirements are smaller and less day-
to-day management is needed. 

Leverage your backup solution

One of the smartest moves organizations can make to minimize the expense of 
disaster recovery is to take advantage of efficiencies that come with using the 
same tool for both replication and back-up. You only have to master the tool and 
its concepts once. You don’t have to repeat setup, ongoing administration or 
software licensing. You can even use your backups to seed replicas, saving both 
time and effort. 

One of the common mistakes businesses make is putting too much focus on 
data and second-site backup, which may give a false sense of protection. 
Backing up is great, but you must think about how you will deliver applications 
to users in the event of any type of outage. How will they access applications 
from the backup site if they’re not at the office? This is where it becomes 
important to have a managed disaster recovery plan with experts who can 
restore your operations quickly and easily.

Back-up is ideal for restoring a deleted file or folder, whereas replicas give you 
the ability to cut over to a secondary site during an outage or compromised 
event.

Make sure it works

After taking advantage of virtualization and backup solutions to maximize 
efficiency, and then implementing a strategic disaster recovery plan, there 
is still one key step that can make or break your plan: testing. Any reputable 
disaster recovery provider will guide you through appropriate testing plans. 

Tests should be run early after the plan is implemented and then at least 
annually to ensure systems do what they are supposed to. Best practice should 
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also include re-testing when any major changes are made to the IT footprint, 
applications or systems. It is never a good idea to wait until disaster strikes to 
find out there is a gap in your plan. Cloud-based disaster recovery tends to be 
automated and non-intrusive to ongoing operations. Some providers will even 
run virtual tests in separate network environments.

Planning, implementing, and testing disaster recovery is complicated and there 
are a number of pitfalls along the way that even time-tested IT staffers can 
miss when focused on their primary jobs. If your organization pushes disaster 
recovery to the back burner or tries to patch it together with inadequate 
resources, you’re gambling with the business. You also miss out on the cost 
savings that come with DRaaS. You will only need to tap greater compute 
resources at the time of an outage or testing, and you won’t need to overinvest 
in infrastructure that you may never need. 

No one ever wants to go through a disaster. They are stressful situations that 
can threaten an organization. Why not lean on the experts who can put you on 
the road to disaster recovery nirvana?

To learn more: 

Contact iland on 1.800.697.7088 or info@iland.com. 

Contact Veeam at 1.800.691.1991 or www.veeam.com.

About iland
With data centers in the U.S. and U.K., iland delivers proven enterprise cloud solutions that 
help companies do business faster, smarter and more flexibly. Unlike any other provider, iland’s 
technology and consultative approach mean anyone–regardless of expertise, location or business 
objective–can experience the benefits of a hassle-free cloud. From scaling production workloads, 

to supporting test and development, to disaster recovery, iland’s secure cloud and decades 
of experience translate into unmatched service. Underscoring the strength of its platform, the 
company has been recognized as VMware’s Service Provider Partner of the Year, Global and 
Americas. Visit iland.com

About Veeam
Veeam® enables the Always-On Business™ by providing solutions that deliver Availability for the 
Modern Data Center™. With Veeam, you can achieve recovery time and point objectives (RTPO™) 
of less than 15 minutes for all applications and data. Veeam software is available from more than 
25,000 resellers around the world, and Veeam-powered services are available from more than 
5,000 service providers. Visit veeam.com
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